
                                                                                   
 
 
 

 
 

 

Project:  Residential  outside pool / entertainment area 

Client: Mr. Kraal / Mrs. Van Driem 

Location: Nicolson Road, Durban 

 

Brief:   
 
Create a more private space around the pool. Find a way to include more vegetation.   
 
Execution: 
 
We started by removing the existing stairs that was a strange mixed construction of 
oversized concrete balustrades and a set of curved steps leading down to the pool area. The 
steps and outside area were covered in very busy tortoise shell design tiles. We got rid of the 
lot as soon as possible. We then built two major walls – one following the existing wall that 
was the front to the pool area and then another perpendicular t this down the side and 
joining up with the main wall of the house. Within this section a doorway was built. We then 
cast a suspended concrete floor over this area, in the process extending the outside area by 
some 4 x 2.5 meters as well as creating a laundry space underneath.  
 
We then designed a series of interlinking balustrades from a combination of 50 x 25mm 
rectangular tubing, 25 x25mm square tubing and 12mm solid round bar. We welded these 
sections up and installed them, incorporating a gate section.  In total the balustrade section 
spanned 7 x 2.5m.  
 
We then designed, fabricated and installed a set of stairs following the newly built wall that 
served as the front of the pool. This was the best construction in using the space optimally. 
This consisted of a 1 x1m steel tread plate platform, 8 bent and folded tread plate stairs 
attached physically to the wall on one end and welded to a 12mm steel stringer on the 
other. A single vertical steel column of 75 x 75mm steel tubing was used as the upright. We 
placed a strategic bracing system under the last step so it appears that the stairway is 
floating off of the ground.  Now that we could get down to the pool area, we could start 
working out what to do there. 
 



We began by knocking down a particularly clumsy, bad DIY construction of bricks that was 
supposed to resemble a wall. That totally opened up the space, which is not what we wanted 
for privacy reasons, but it did automatically look better none-the-less.  At the furthest end of 
the pool area it was sort of adjoined to a triple garage carport. We began by building a wall 
parallel to the carport and back end of the pool area, extending the wall to accommodate a 
double garage door to the entrance of the carport. We then built a longer section of wall 
perpendicular to this, from the newly built garage wall back to the main house, leaving a 
800mm space for a gate for access to and from the pool area from the garage side of the 
house.  We then removed all the slasto paving from around the pool as well as all the brick 
paving, leaving only 3 layers of the brick that followed the contour of the kidney shaped 
pool. We then cut up sections of cement mini-kerbs and traced the outline of the brick 
paving. Once in place we removed all of the last three layers of brick paving and cast a 
cement path to fill in the space between the mini-kerbs and the red brick coping 
surrounding the pool. This provided a minimum but satisfactory walkway around the entire 
pool, but left the remaining area around for plants.  
 
We then articulated a few necessary paths within the plant areas with the use of large pavers 
and some mini-kerb guidelines.  We laid drainage pipes in the min plant beds to ensure 
correct drainage in case of massive rains. 
 
We then saw the opportunity of creating an outdoor shower underneath the steps platform, 
which was until then going to be a wasted space. We constructed a step down into the 
shower and placed all necessary plumbing in place for drainage.  We then chased the hot 
and cold water pipes into the wall and simultaneously did all the necessary plumbing for the 
laundry (all fed from the existing pipes from the main house.) We then constructed two steel 
frame structures, one for gate to the pool area and the other  a screen structure for the top 
of the stairs. These were filled with panels of treated pine – thus providing total privacy from 
surrounding neighbours. We then chose a dark olive green paint (baby sprout) for the 
internal walls of the pool area, which lent towards the foliage as well as provided a 
containing element to this downstairs pool area. We then planted an array of different 
plants according to the clients requests (a combination of wild flowers, herbs and runners).  
 
The outside entertainment area above the pool was painted with a russet floor paint with a 
grip additive for non slip. This dark red is a perfect compliment to the green of the pool area. 
We used a slightly lighter green for the walls of the main house (dune grass). 
 
What makes this pool area unique? 
 
It has become a little haven area of the house. It is totally secluded and is now 
predominantly plant vs the previous paving scenario. The use of pine slats provides a soft 
detail element. The built in outside shower under the stair platform is a wonderful functional 
use of a wasted space and the idea of showering in the garden in total privacy with hot and 
cold water is a complete luxury. The added entertainment area makes it a generous place to 
be and socialize and the hidden laundry beneath was made possible through perceptive 
design and optimal use of space. 


